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Abstract. [Purpose] Here, we evaluated the reaction times of young and middle-aged people in different tasks. 
[Participants and Methods] The study included 23 young and 28 middle-aged volunteers. Their reaction times were 
measured in three tasks featuring different symbols (arrow and figure symbols) and spatial attributes (left, right, 
and ipsilateral choices). [Results] No significant inter-group differences in the reaction times were found for the 
simple reaction time task. In the choice reaction time and go/no-go reaction time tasks, the middle-aged participants 
demonstrated significantly slower reaction times. When the correct response was congruous with the direction of 
an arrow stimulus, the reaction times were shortened significantly among the middle-aged participants. In the go/
no-go reaction time task, the reactions were delayed due to an inhibition of responses to upcoming stimuli. [Conclu-
sion] The slower reaction time of the middle-aged participants in the choice reaction time task suggested that their 
responses were guided by the arrow stimulus to a greater extent compared to that of the younger participants. In 
the go/no-go reaction time task, the reaction times may have been slower in middle-aged participants because of a 
non-response possibility, which meant that participants had to first check the stimulus before deciding whether to 
respond.
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INTRODUCTION

When driving a vehicle, we make split-second decisions based on instantaneous visual information. To perform appropri-
ate actions in everyday life, we sometimes focus more on a particular stimulus, or we might delay our response to a stimulus 
to check whether the response is appropriate. According to Lewis et al., older people have diminished neuromotor function1). 
Reaction time has been used to measure age-related response quality2). There are three types of reaction time tasks: simple 
reaction time (simple RT), choice reaction time (choice RT), and go/no-go reaction time (go/no-go RT)3). MacDonald et al. 
found that older age groups exhibited longer reaction times and greater intra-individual variability in reaction time4). Many 
studies have compared the reaction times of young and old individuals5), but little is known about the reaction times of 
middle-aged people. Rehabilitative interventions cover a broad age range, so it is essential that such interventions are tailored 
to the response characteristics corresponding to the person’s age.

This study aimed to ascertain the characteristics of young and middle-aged people’s reaction times in different reaction 
time tasks from multiple perspectives. The ultimate goal was to provide findings that can guide rehabilitative interventions. 
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To this end, we conducted two experiments. The first consisted of simple RT and choice RT tasks; the second consisted of a 
go/no-go RT task in which responses were inhibited.

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS

We recruited 51 healthy volunteers, 23 of whom were young (9 males and 14 females; average age: 20.5 ± 0.6) and 28 of 
whom were middle-aged (16 men and 12 women; average age: 47.7 ± 8.0). We confirmed that each participant was right-
handed using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory6). Each of these individuals provided their informed consent to participate 
after receiving a briefing about the study’s purpose. The study was approved by Kobe Gakuin University’s ethics committee 
for human experimentation (No. HEB 17-15).

In the experiments, we used a personal computer, E-Prime 2.0, and Chronos (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). When 
performing the tasks, the participants sat approximately 80 cm from the PC screen with their fingers poised on the response 
buttons (Fig. 1 left). The participants were presented with a fixation point for 3,000 ms. After this, the target stimulus ap-
peared and the participants had to execute a response (Fig. 1 right). Each task consisted of a brief instruction, 10 practice 
rounds, and then 20 rounds in which we measured reaction times.

We only analyzed the reaction times of correct responses. We excluded reaction times of <100 ms deemed as “too early” 
and reaction times of >2,000 ms deemed as “too late.” The stimuli were randomized for each participant.

The statistical software we used was SPSS (version 24). We performed a multiple comparison (Bonferroni correction) on 
the three choice variables in the choice RT and go/no-go RT tasks (left/right, ipsilateral, contralateral). We used a paired t-test 
to compare reaction times between the two symbolic variables (arrow symbol, figure symbol) in the choice RT task. We used 
an unpaired t-test to compare the reaction times of the young and middle-aged participants. We set the statistical significance 
threshold at >5%. For the path analysis, we used SPSS Amos (version 24).

In the simple RT task, participants had to press a response button as quickly as possible when a stimulus appeared in the 
middle of the screen. In the choice RT task, each stimulus corresponded to one of three choice variables: left and right choice 
(LR choice), ipsilateral choice (IL choice), or contralateral choice (CL choice). For LR choice, the stimulus appeared in the 
middle of the screen and participants had to press either the left or right-hand button. For IL choice, participants had to press 
the left-hand button if the stimulus appeared on the left of the screen, and the right-hand button if it appeared on the right. For 
CL choice, participants had to press the right-hand button if the stimulus appeared on the left of the screen and vice-versa. 
The target stimuli consisted of two types of symbols: 1. an arrow (arrow symbol) that pointed in the direction of the button 
to press; and 2. a dot or cross (figure symbol) that did point in a direction. The arrow and figure symbols appeared at a ratio 
of 1:1, as did the two responses (left and right). The go/no-go RT task included the same three choice variables as the choice 
RT task—LR choice, IL choice, and CL choice. However, it also included a no-response condition (“no-go”). Two types of 
stimuli were used in this task: a black dot, which indicated that the response should be executed (“go”); and a white circle, 
which indicated that no response should be executed (“no-go”). The black dot and white circle appeared at a ratio of 1:1. The 
ipsilateral and contralateral choices appeared at a ratio of 3:2.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the reaction times for the simple RT and choice RT tasks. In each task, around 1% of the responses were 
erroneous. None of the responses were too early or too late. To start with the young people, when the stimulus was an arrow, 
reaction times for the CL choice were significantly slower compared to that for the LR and IL choices (p<0.01). With a figure 

Fig. 1.  Experimental setting with an overhead view of response 
buttons (left), and visual stimulus samples (right).

The left figure shows the experimental setting, including the posi-
tion of the desk, chair, and screen, with an overhead enlarged view 
of the response buttons. The right figure is a sample of the visual 
stimulus in the choice reaction task, indicates the direction of the 
passage of time. ←: Arrow symbol, ●: Figure symbol.
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symbol, reaction times were slowest for the CL choice followed by the LR and IL choices. Reaction times were quicker with 
an arrow than with a figure symbol. Of the choice variables, the LR choice was associated with the quickest reaction times, 
and the CL choice with the slowest.

As for the middle-aged participants, their reaction times were similar to the young participants overall. Although their 
reaction times in the simple RT task were not significantly different from that of the young participants, those in choice RT 
were significantly slower in the choice task in all conditions.

Table 1 also shows the reaction times for the go/no-go RT task. Among the young participants, reaction times were 
quickest for the LR choice (p<0.01) followed by the IL and CL choices. We observed a similar pattern in the middle-aged 
participants’ reaction times, but these reaction times were significantly slower than those of the young participants in all 
conditions.

To determine the difficulty level of each task variant, we compared the responses in all tasks on a Brinley plot7). The 
results revealed a linear relationship with an incline of 1.15, indicating that the reaction time of the middle-aged group 
increased as the difficulty level rose in each task. The most difficult task variants were go/no-go RT task with CL choice, 
arrow symbol with CL choice, and figure symbol with CL choice. We performed a covariance structure analysis (maximum 
likelihood estimation) to model the relationships of the task variants. The analysis of all measured variables yielded facilitat-
ing and inhibiting variables (χ2=33.6, p<0.01, RMSEA=0.023; Fig. 2). We extracted the variables based on the standardized 
coefficients. There was one facilitating variable: arrow symbol with LR choice. There were two inhibiting variables: 1. figure 
symbol with CL choice, and 2. go/no-go RT task.

DISCUSSION

Age did not appear to influence reaction times in the simple RT task. In the choice RT and go/no-go RT tasks, however, 
reaction times were slower among middle-aged participants, who had more response choices associated with slower reaction 
times. Since response choices were more easily guided by an arrow symbol indicating a direction, more time was needed to 
determine selection of responses to left and right and whether to press the response button in tasks involving figure symbols.

Compared to figure symbols, the arrow symbol was associated with significantly quicker reaction times. According to 
affordance theory, instantaneous visual information elicits specific actions immediately without the mediation of complex 
cognitions or decisions8). Arrows are stimuli that contain information known by the perceiver such that attention is attracted 
in the direction of the arrow. As such, arrows can facilitate choice responses, which explains why the path analysis revealed 
the arrow symbol to be a facilitating factor for reaction times. Reaction times were significantly quicker in the IL choice than 
they were in the CL choice. DeJong et al. describes the response processes as follows; after the stimulus is presented, the 
stimulus is identified, the response is selected, and then the response is executed9). Responses are selected for stimuli during 
the response-selection step10). In the case of the IL choice, the response and stimulus are congruous (both are on the same 
side), so the response is selected automatically. In the CL choice, however, the response and stimulus are incongruous (they 
are on opposite sides), so the automatically selected response must first be inhibited, and then the response opposite to the 
automatic response must be selected. Therefore, in the CL choice, stimulus identification conflicts with stimulus response11). 
These procedural differences in response selection explain why the IL choice was associated with quicker reactions times 

Table 1.  Reaction time (ms)

Task ∙ symbol Response Young Choice  
comparison

Symbolic 
comparison Middle Choice  

comparison
Symbolic 

comparison
Age  

comparison
Simple 232 ± 41 228 ± 41
Choice Arrow LR choice 314 ± 52 336 ± 53 **

IL choice 315 ± 64 b†† 344 ± 61 b†† **
CL choice 415 ± 92 c†† 439 ± 96 c†† **

Figure LR choice 351 ± 69 a†† d†† 372 ± 85 a†† d†† **
IL choice 309 ± 53 b†† 336 ± 60 b†† **
CL choice 391 ± 110 c†† e†† 409 ± 84 c†† e†† *

Go/no-go LR choice 333 ± 57 a†† 361 ± 64 a†† **
IL choice 371 ± 74 b†† 415 ± 79 b†† **
CL choice 452 ± 122 c†† 498 ± 98 c†† **

n=51 (for each task).
All data are presented as the mean ± SD. Simple: Simple RT task; Choice: Choice RT task; Go/no-go: Go/no-go RT task; Arrow: 
Arrow symbol; Figure: Figure symbol; Response: Spatial attribute of button to press; Choice comparison: Comparison of left/right 
ipsilateral, and contralateral choice variables; Symbolic comparison: Comparison of the two symbol variables; Age comparison: 
Comparison of young and middle-aged participant responses; LR choice: Left and right choice; IL choice: Ipshilateral choice; CL 
choice: Contralateral choice. a: Left/right vs. Ipsilateral, b: Ipsilateral vs. Contralateral, c: Left/right vs. Contralateral, d: Left/right 
with arrow symbol vs. Left/right with figure symbol, e: Contralateral with arrow symbol vs. Contralateral with figure symbol.
††p<0.01, *p<0.05, **p<0.01.
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while the CL choice were associated with slower reaction times. At higher difficulty levels, the go/no-go RT task was associ-
ated with slower reaction times than the choice RT task. In the choice RT task, every stimulus required a response. In the go/
no-go RT task, however, only a “go” stimulus required a response (“no-go” required a non-response). According to Miller et 
al., a “go” decision activates a prepared response, but when “no-go” is a possibility, this prepared response must be inhibited 
until the person has checked whether it should be executed12). Accordingly, the go/no-go RT task increased the impetus to 
check the response against the stimulus. The presence of this checking process would explain why reaction times were slower 
in this task, as well as why the path analysis indicated go/no-go RT task as an inhibiting variable.

Reaction times were slower in general among both young and middle-aged participants; we noted an age effect. Given the 
tendency for an arrow symbol to elicit a response toward the direction it is facing, the presence of this symbol as the stimulus 
may have generated conflict between the spatial attribute of stimulus side and that of the response, resulting in delayed reac-
tion times. The go/no-go RT task was more difficult because of the possibility of a no-go condition. The presence of the no-go 
condition may have delayed reaction times because the stimuli needed to be checked (as to whether it is “go” or “no-go”) 
before the response could be executed.

We only analyzed correct responses. Future studies should additionally analyze incorrect responses, including “go” re-
sponses to “no-go” stimuli. There is a trade-off between response time and response accuracy, and we did not control for 
this relationship in our study. Additionally, male may generally respond faster than females; such a gender bias shall be 
considered in the future studies which need to examine the effect in a more gender-balanced population.
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Fig. 2.  Path analysis of facilitating and inhibiting factors.
The figures shown on the paths indicate standardized coefficients.
Simple RT: Simple reaction time; Choice RT: Choice reaction 
time; Go/no-go RT: Go/no-go reaction time; Arrow: Arrow sym-
bol; Figure: Figure symbol; LR choice: Left and Right choice; IL 
choice: Ipsilateral choice; CL choice: Contralateral choice.
**p<0.01.
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